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1. Introduction: 

What is Save Earth? Why is it different from all the other Farms and Staking options out there? 

Save Earth will be the very first of its kind Decentralised Crypto Insurance Farm that will be 

deployed on the TRON Network on the 4th of July, 2021.  

Unlike other run of the mill De-Fi Farm & Staking options out there, Save Earth will offer traders, 

investors and even exchanges (TBA) the option to secure their holdings up-to a 25x cover against the 

Save Earth (SE) Tokens they have purchased and staked on the Save Earth platform. 

 

One of the key challenges in the crypto-currency sector is the crisis of seeking 

insurers who are willing to cover losses for retail traders and exchanges alike. 

Save Earth is going to fill that gap! 

Abstract: 

Blockchain is receiving increasing attention from lots of traditional investment firms, since it is 

considered a breakthrough technology that would bring huge benefits to plenty of various sectors, 

especially including the Ever Growing Multi-Trillion Dollar Insurance Sector - which has 

unfortunately been left out in this space, until now.  

For this specific sector, however, the hype cycle shows that the technology remains within the 

innovation trigger phase, meaning that the spectrum of possible applications has not been fully 

explored yet. And future growth prospects remain astronomically high as the ecosystem evolves.  

Insurers, like many other companies, not necessarily active only within the financial sector, are 

currently requested to form a tough decision, that is, whether to adopt blockchain or not, and that 

they will only know if they were right in 3–5 years, and if successful, an all in one insurance using the 

facility of crypto-currency can become “The Next Big Thing” on this planet. 

Traditional insurance firms have long been scratching the surface on a way to leverage the ability of 

blockchain technology in insurance. In a trust-less and decentralized environment, providing 

insurance is extremely difficult unless the insurance provider has control or access of the user’s 

crypto funds. 
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Save Earth has taken the first mover advantage in this space and is working on ground breaking 

technologies to innovate within this sector at breakneck speeds to provide insurance in a completely 

decentralized manner through the Earth Ecosystem! 

We are going to not only be using blockchain within the insurance sector, but we are also going to 

provide insurance on the funds held in various crypto-currencies. In the initial round we will be 

bootstrapping liquidity through our token sales to provide an initial 10x insured cover value in TRX to 

the beneficiaries without taking any control of their funds or requesting any such KYC or identity. 

We also plan to share the areas where we'll be functioning on to supply sum to any or all retail 

traders operating in this space and the way the Save Earth (SE) Tokens are accustomed to provide 

insurance, similar to what you'd expect from a brick and mortar Insurance Set-Up. 

 

 

2. A Brief About Blockchain: 

A blockchain is a distributed ledger maintained by network nodes, recording transactions executed 

between nodes (i.e., messages sent from one node to another). Information inserted within the 

blockchain is public and cannot be modified or erased.  

Smart Contracts are self-executing contracts (generally saved on a blockchain) whose terms are 

directly written into lines of code. Back within the days of the ICO hype cycle, blockchain and its 

relations with smart contracts has received increasing attention from media. Blockchain has been 

compared to inventions like the steam or combustion engine, since its potentially able to bring 

benefits to a range of everyday activities and business processes. 

The risk with this technology that it becomes impossible for one to objectively judge its true benefits 

and miss out on a completely different niche which can become the next big thing in this space. As 

stressed by Adam Cooper, a technical architect of the Bank of England, “With blockchain the main 

focus as always should get on fulfilling user needs, not on implementing technologies just because 

they're clever or interesting.” 

The insurance sector, like many others, began to investigate the appliance of blockchain technology 

through considerable investments from both large and small institutions, investigations from 

consultancy firms and therefore the creation, in 2016, of the B3i, the primary blockchain-centred 

insurance consortium. 
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3. Traditional Blockchain Applications in Insurance: 

The advantages of blockchain are enormous. Variety of enthusiasts already proposed using this 

technology in various sectors and contexts, including: -  

• Government: To record in an exceedingly transparent way a citizen votes, or political 

programs (for verifying if promises made are kept) to enable autonomous governance 

systems. 

• Holdings: To certify the proof of existence and authorship of a document.  

• Internet: To cut back censorships, by exploiting the immutability of information stored 

within the blockchain.  

• Finance: To transfer money effortlessly between parties without having to depend on banks.  

• Commerce: To record goods’ characteristics furthermore as their ownership, especially for 

luxury goods, thus reducing the market of counterfeit/stolen items.  

• Internet of Things (IoT): By exploiting smart contracts to automatically process data coming 

from sensors, so as to let intelligent machines interact with one another and autonomously 

take actions when specific situations occur.   

• Education: To store information on qualifications acquired by learners, e.g., to scale back 

application frauds; during this context, multiple actors (e.g., universities, training 

institutions, etc.) could write qualifications achieved by an individual on the blockchain; 

thereby allowing human resources staff who could then easily obtain information about 

when and where a given competency was obtained. 

 

To work in this sector, the primary features of the ecosystem should be: 

 

1) Blockchain should be open source and public. 

2) Token should have utility and value, which is why we have incorporated burn function with every 

insurance claim to drive the value of the token up. 

3) Everyone should be able to individually verify ownership and fraud in the space by tracking public 

transactions. 
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Currently, the crypto-currency space which is valued at being a multi-trillion dollar industry, consists 

of well-funded blockchain tech-start-ups and exchanges, and is still more than just enormously large 

enough to produce substantial revenue to any first mover who is capable of perfectly circumventing 

the hurdles to enable a crypto-insurance industry.  

Insurance for cryptocurrencies becomes important after we consider the instability of the crypto-

currency ecosystem. The skyrocketing valuation of Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies has resulted 

in massive thefts of online wallets and exchanges. The cumulative results of these hacks may be a 

vulnerable ecosystem that the mainstream finance ecosystem either ignores or refuses to require 

seriously. 

Apart from the hacks, there are plenty of greedy players within the market who attempt to benefit 

of the hype cycle by introducing cryptos with no use case, coins whose only purpose is to make the 

creators rich; where the retail traders or retail entrants get dumped on. 

Research suggests that nearly 90% of the alt-coins are going to lose 90% of their value when the 

market crashes. We at Save Earth have built the use case to Save-Guard© retail traders and 

investors from such wild swings within the market, and that we will insure them if users choose our 

policy. 

 

There are a great deal of cryptos which started gaining hype during the De-Fi boom. Most of the coin 

creators use the market sentiments to take advantage of the retail players by creating worthless 

cryptos, referred to as "Shit-Coins"- having zero intrinsic value only to dump on retail traders later 

on. 

The retail traders buy lots of these coins out of greed, at the peak, to profit within the market, only 

to work out that the creator of the coins has sold all their tokens by off-loading their stash in 

decentralized token swap exchanges. 

These are known as “rug pulls” and effects nearly all involved in this space. Fortunately we've 

devised a proprietary technology to insure retail traders against these rug pulls! 

 

Bitcoin and crypto-currencies present unique challenges for insurers. Typically, insurance premiums 

are supported historical data. Such data is absent for crypto-currencies. Volatility in valuations, 

where three-figure price swings don't seem to be uncommon, may also affect premiums because it 

reduces the overall number of coins being insured. Regulatory uncertainty and lack of oversight at 

crypto-currency exchanges can further complicate matters for insurance providers who are 

interested in providing their services to the industry. 
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To be sure, Bitcoin has always been on the radar of insurance companies. As far back as 2015, 

Lloyd’s came out with a report listing risk factors for the oldest crypto-currency. "The establishment 

of recognised security standards for cold (offline) and hot (online) Bitcoin storage would greatly 

assist risk management and also the provision of insurance," the firm wrote. It also mentioned 

server-side security, cold storage, and multi-signature wallets as possible methods to mitigate risk 

attacks. 

 

Another instance which we've identified and affects lots of players within the industry is when 

exchanges manipulate the market. There are disheartening instances by plenty of top exchanges 

who manipulate prices, where they pump prices by indulging in malicious methods like wash trading, 

and holding and manipulating the token price by taking control on majority of the provision only to 

sell them to other new entrants at a much higher price. 

 

 

4. The Save Earth Ecosystem: 

 

We have built the Save Earth Ecosystem to Save-Guard© affected policy holders who unknowingly 

invest in these conditions and extend policy coverage to them as well. 

 

We are also working towards a future in our innovation zone, where we would provide 25 times the 

premium paid to us to the nominees of deceased clients. As of now, that's work in progress. 

 

In future, our insurance buyers won't need to worry about anything once they have taken coverage 

from Save Earth by simply purchasing and staking their SE Tokens on the Save Earth platform. 

 

Early adopters will get substantial benefits in future if they stake their tokens on our platform as 

they will not only be entitled to being completely covered but also amassing enormous value 

through the purchase of SE Tokens at a highly discounted price.  
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At Save Earth, our vision is to finally becomes capable enough to provide financial security to all in 

the crypto space by insuring everything and ensuring that happens too! 

 

Save Earth (SE) tokens will evolve eventually and be converted into an independent chain over time 

as development progresses and can become an independent insurance ecosystem of its own on 

which Traditional Insurance providers can come and build their smart contracts. 

 

 

 

While Save Earth is initially being bootstrapped to the 

super-efficient and super-fast TRON Network, we are going 

to explore other chains and gradually evolve in phases and 

launch our main-net and the first of its kind independent 

and decentralized insurance ecosystem will come live in 

Q3, 2022.  

 

 

Given what's at stake, it's essential to know and mitigate the risks related to holding crypto-

currency. Although there's some physical risk, the most threat comes from online attacks, pumps 

and dumps, with most crypto-currencies stolen as a result of criminals hacking into systems that 

store private key data. 

 

Whether holding crypto-currency themselves or through a custodian, building robust risk reduction 

systems that cover both physical and cyber security is crucial to any crypto-currency holder. 

 

Human risk is another key consideration. Whether a corrupt employee or one being blackmailed, 

people are liable to compromise. To make sure this risk is completely eradicated and does not 

compromise the funds of our dedicated clientele, our smart contracts will make sure everything runs 

smoothly without much human intervention - wherein we look at a potential set-up with zero 

human error as there will be no interaction required by any human employee whatsoever! 
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5. Key Features: 

Save Earth (SE) token holders will have insurance coverage against Rug Pulling and Exit Scams. We 

will also Save-Guard© every crypto transaction as your SE Tokens will be used as collateral to enable 

24x7 coverage for all our clients. 

 

 

 

As can be witnessed from the Save Earth (SE) Tokenomics diagram above, we will not be providing 

any large quantities for any private or undisclosed sale as we do not want our extremely valuable 

tokens dumped on our initial investors and clients. The interests of our clients is of utmost value! 

 

Action Plan 1: 

Buy Highly Discounted SE Tokens with up-to 300% OFF @ only 199-TRX and stake directly upon 

launch to receive additional exclusive insurance coverage benefits while having the first mover 

advantage! This a VERY LIMITED SALE for a VERY LIMITED NUMBER of TRON Addresses. 

Insurance Farm (coming soon): When users stake the tokens with us, they're basically getting the 

chance to claim up to 25x the premium paid. 
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Compound your capital if you do not wish un-stake your SE Tokens and also stand a chance to claim 

further SE Tokens in our annual lucky draw and grow your funds exponentially. 

Save Earth will provide a flexi-policy only to our initial Discounted Public Sale clients, where policy 

holders can also have the option to withdraw anytime they want if they believe their SE Tokens are 

worth more holding onto themselves or wanting to cash out the immense gains that their SE Tokens 

have offered them. 

A recent example of a fraud involved a well-known exchange who manipulated the value of a meme 

token and buyers bought at an astronomically high price and lost an excellent deal of cash. That 

scenario goes to repeat plenty in future. Tomorrow another exchange might pair and folks will lose 

money. 

This is the rationale we are turning out with an inspiration such we will Save-Guard© our policy 

holders from these new and crooked styles of market manipulation! 

Users have to merely submit the associated reason within their claims form, which we'll check and 

verify while handing out the insurance to cover their losses within a maximum time-frame of 24 

hours. Irrespective of the market situation or turbulent scenario outside, we wouldn't need to worry 

about covering our clients' losses as their SE Tokens staked will be used as collateral and will be 

burnt to enable a effortless coverage! 

The fact that, once information is encoded within the blockchain, it's immutable and accessible by 

everyone - which seems to be another weakness, and will harm user privacy. An example would be, 

everyone could check the quantity of cash owned by someone, by analyzing his/her incoming 

transactions. Should other varieties of information be stored within the blockchain (e.g., medical 

records), this issue would become even more relevant. To deal with privacy issues, some solutions to 

anonymize payments/transactions are proposed. This is often why we are turning out with a hybrid 

contract model where we will not know the amount of crypto funds any of our clients have. 

For example: 

If someone buys a policy worth 199-TRX, the quantity insured is worth 4,975-TRX (upon maturity 

period), or 25x the premium paid. 

Again, for claiming, the client will only have to fill and submit the claim form because that's all we'd 

need to verify a claim! 

To further verify and Save-Guard© our genuine clients who operate on Crypto-Exchanges from 

malicious actors who could take advantage of our policy, we are going to ask for ownership of the 

exchange wallet address because TRX wallet addresses on exchanges will not change. 
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If our policy holders want additional coverage, as of now we have the capability to individually verify 

claims from customers affected in the following exchanges: 

 

1) Binance 

2) OKEx 

3) Huobi Global 

4) FTX 

5) Bittrex Global 

6) Bitfinex 

7) Coinbase Pro 

 

We will be rapidly prioritising on an action plan to identify and Save-Guard©  every user across 

centralized as well as decentralised exchanges before the ecosystem evolves into the decentralized 

space. 

In future, Save Earth will evolve into its own blockchain and users will be allowed to buy Save Earth 

(SE) Tokens as premium on top of their existing policy and stake with us to receive 25x coverage. 

Early investors will get a 1:1 swap for our native tokens once our blockchain on the Earth Ecosystem 

Main-Net goes live in Q3, 2022 and will be entitled to a 10x premium for the primary year, which will 

grow afterwards at an industry standard rate of around 12% each year and can be adjusted for 

inflation within the subsequent years if token holders do not claim their insurance. The TRX paid are 

going to be converted to USD or any suitable stable-coin to adjust for the price in USD and protect 

users from the volatility and swings of the underlying asset. 

Once mainnet is live, insurance holders can stake our native tokens for an extra 20% premium boost 

on our first of it’s kind insurance farm, where Save Earth Ecosystem will still grow the insured capital 

at inflation adjusted rates, which is able to beat deflation.  

Save Earth will enable retail traders as well as long-term investors with absolute peace of mind. 

Save Earth will go live on a private blockchain with proprietary technology in the next 6 months, 

while the testing Phase-1 takes place along with a closed set of Alpha users. 

Once the main-net V1 launches, Save Earth will evolve from proprietary tech to a public blockchain 

where token holders will double up to govern the blockchain and receive rewards through additional 

insurance coverage benefits! 
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6. Tokenomics: 

To maintain value of the SE Token, Save Earth will burn a customer's tokens whenever the customer 

files a claim. 

 

We at Save Earth have come up with the first of its kind hybrid halving mechanism built into the core 

of the Save Earth Ecosystem which goes to burn 50% of the supply based dynamically on demand of 

the Save Earth (SE) token. 

 

For the primary 50% supply cut: When insurance is claimed, the SE Token burn will happen with 

100% of the SE Tokens held by policy holders and continue until 50% of the complete supply is burnt 

forever. 

 

Once 50% supply has been burnt, the halving mechanism will kick in such the simplest way that from 

the subsequent time onwards, 50% of the funds are accustomed burn another 50% of the availability 

in order that 25% you look after the availability remains. Once the provision halved again, another 

50% of the provision will get burnt by using 25% of the funds. 
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This will protect the Save Earth Ecosytem from  insolvency because the price of the SE Token will 

increase exponentially with the burn function so as to allowing Save Earth remains solvent to pay off 

insurance claims even at 10x-30x of the initial premium paid. 

The estimate of a potential scenario where the price continues to rise and deflation is handled can 

be witnessed by noticing the representation below. Thus keeping the balances of claims vs the 

capital available to compensate clients - in check!  

 

 

 

 

 

Team Save Earth thanks you for your interest and for going 

through Our Save Paper Policy! Incase you have any 

doubts before investing, or need something addressed, 

please do not hesitate to get in touch with us over our designated e-mail or through our social 

media links, both of which are available in the footer section of this document as well as on our 

website - www.SaveEarth.biz 


